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Abstract
Myrmecologists have long studied the systematics, behavior, ecology and evolution of ants. This first involved
fundamental approaches including morphological description or behavioral observation, perhaps with the help of
microscopes or marking ants with paint or wire. Many discoveries over the past 20 years have been accomplished
with the help of more molecular approaches including allozymes, microsatellites and chemical analyses, and more
recently microarrays. The recent 10,000-fold drop in the cost of DNA sequencing has created new possibilities for
myrmecological research. At least ten ant genomes have now been sequenced with more on the way. Here, we
aim to provide an introduction to genomics to the curious myrmecologist. For this, we discuss the genomics
analyses possible without a full genome sequence, the motivations, approach and outcomes of a genome
sequencing project, and provide starting points for myrmecologists interested in using genomics data and
approaches.
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Introduction
Myrmecologists have long studied the systematics, behavior, ecology and evolution of ants using a range of
different approaches. The first included morphological description and behavioral observation, perhaps with the
help of microscopes or marking ants with paint or wire. Subsequently, chemical approaches have identified
molecules involved in communication (ALI & MORGAN 1990, LENOIR & al. 2001, HOLMAN & al. 2013, VAN
OYSTAEYEN & al. 2014), and genetic approaches relying on up to a few dozen markers have clarified relationships
within species, e.g., using allozymes (PAMILO & al. 1997) or microsatellites (BOURKE & al. 1997, CHAPUISAT & al.
1997, GYLLENSTRAND & al. 2002) and between species, e.g., using gene sequences phylogenies (BRADY & al.
2006, MOREAU & al. 2006, SCHULTZ & BRADY 2008, W ARD & al. 2015). The vast majority of what we know about
ants has been accomplished using the aforementioned approaches.
The first research aiming to understand how individual genes are responsible for characteristics of ants focused
on small numbers of candidate genes that had been previously identified in other organisms (INGRAM & al. 2005,
LUCAS & SOKOLOWSKI 2009, CHOI & al. 2011). The advent of gene expression microarrays around the beginning
of this millennium enabled the simultaneous analysis of thousands of genetic markers, marking the first transition
towards genome-wide studies of the molecular biology of ants (GOODISMAN & al. 2005, GRÄFF & al. 2007, W ANG &
al. 2007, GOODISMAN & al. 2008, W URM & al. 2009, W URM & al. 2010). Subsequently, spawned by a dramatic drop
in the cost of DNA sequencing (10,000-fold between 2007 and 2014), seven ant genomes were published in
2010/2011 (BONASIO & al. 2010, NYGAARD & al. 2011, C. D. SMITH & al. 2011, C. R. SMITH & al. 2011, SUEN & al.
2011, W URM & al. 2011) catapulting myrmecology into the genomics era as more genomes (OXLEY & al. 2014,
PURCELL & al. 2014, SCHRADER & al. 2014, see Table 1) and analyses of genomics data (Table 2) continue to be
published.
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So what promises does this new era hold for myrmecology? Whereas previous research was generally confined
to the study of a few loci or markers, genomics is broadly defined by the use or study of thousands of genetic
markers at a time (this upscaling principle holds for other –omics approaches as well). This higher resolution
leads to fewer inherent biases, higher specificity and higher sensitivity and thus a greater ability to uncover
genetic patterns than traditional approaches (STAPLEY & al. 2010, AMOS & al. 2011, DAVEY & al. 2011, NARUM &
al. 2013, BREWER & al. 2014). Genomic approaches thus form a toolbox that can be used to examine the genetic
mechanisms behind many biological phenomena. For example, they promise to help us understand relationships
within and between species (e.g., phylogenetic, kinship, hybridization), to understand species ecology (e.g.,
sequencing gut content to identify food sources and symbioses), to understand the molecular mechanisms
underlying morphological, physiological and behavioral differentiation within and between species, and to
understand the effects of sociality on genome evolution. Such approaches thus have the potential to significantly
enrich and broaden the scope of myrmecology, and are increasingly popular and widespread. Other authors have
reviewed some of the exciting results of genomics research on ants (GADAGKAR 2011, GADAU & al. 2012,
LIBBRECHT & al. 2013, TSUTSUI 2013) and some such results are detailed in Table 2.
Here, we aim to provide an introduction to genomics to the curious myrmecologist. For this, we discuss in turn the
genomics analyses possible without a full genome sequence, the motivations, approach and outcomes of a
genome sequencing project, and provide a starting point for myrmecologists interested in using genomics data
and approaches.

Can I do genomics without a genome?
Despite drops in sequencing costs, a genome project still represents a significant investment (currently 5,000 to
50,000€ of consumables and several months to several years of analysis). Before embarking on a full genome
sequencing project, it is therefore worthwhile to consider alternative strategies. Indeed, while the term "genomics"
seems to imply research firmly centered in the genome sequence itself, genome-scale approaches can also be
undertaken without a full genome sequence – for example using reduced representation genome sequencing or
transcriptome sequencing.
Reduced representation sequencing methods such as RADseq (DAVEY & al. 2011) and RESTseq (STOLLE &
MORITZ 2013) consist in sequencing DNA from a subset of hundreds to thousands of genomic locations
distributed throughout the genome (perhaps representing 1% of the genome in total) from many individuals
simultaneously. Such high throughput genotyping methods require no genome sequence, the data are less
expensive to generate (typically 1,000 to 10,000€) than a full genome, and require only days of laboratory work
(though the subsequent analysis effort and computational costs should not be underestimated – see below and
SBONER & al. 2011). These high throughput genotyping methods thus enable rapid sensitive and genome-wide
comparisons within and between colonies, populations and closely related species (EMERSON & al. 2010,
HOHENLOHE & al. 2010, W ANG & al. 2013) and are poised to replace traditional genotyping methods including
microsatellites and AFLPs (MCCORMACK & al. 2013).
Another alternative to full genome sequencing is transcriptomics, i.e. the sequencing and assembly of expressed
RNA. An assembled transcriptome gives direct information about gene sequences in the genome, which can be
used for many applications (MIKHEYEV & al. 2010), including to infer phylogenetic relationships (JOHNSON & al.
2013), to confirm the presence and identify the sequence of particular genes (BADOIN & al. 2013) or pathogens
(VALLES & al. 2012), or to discover new microsatellites (MIKHEYEV & al. 2010). Most transcriptome projects enrich
for poly-A-tailed RNA transcripts with the lengths among those expected for protein coding genes, thus excluding
most non-protein-coding RNA and intronic or intergenic parts of the genome (EKBLOM & GALINDO 2011). An
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assembled transcriptome is less expensive to generate (typically 500 to 1,000€ for one sample) than an
assembled genome, and involves smaller amounts of data. Because of this smaller amount of data and the
general focus on protein-coding genes, an assembled transcriptome can be easier to work with than an
assembled genome. Transcriptomes from multiple samples (e.g. different castes, developmental stages, tissues
or experimental treatments) can provide views of how relative transcript abundance levels (i.e., gene expression
profiles) differ between circumstances (BONASIO & al. 2010, SIMOLA & al. 2013b, YEK & al. 2013, FELDMEYER & al.
2014). A genome sequence is neither sufficient nor necessary to provide this kind of dynamic information.

How can a genome sequence help me do my research?
With cheaper and faster alternatives to full genome sequencing, is it really worth sequencing yet another ant
genome? Despite the possibilities mentioned above, doing genomics without a genome has some limitations. It
can be challenging to interpret patterns identified using reduced representation genome sequencing without
knowing the relative positions of the markers used or their relationships to physically associated genes. For
example, initial studies based on allozyme markers identified an association between one of these markers, Gp-9,
and social structure in Solenopsis invicta fire ants (ROSS & KELLER 1998, KRIEGER & ROSS 2005). A similar
analysis using thousands of RADseq markers determined that there is absence of recombination between Gp-9
and hundreds of additional markers, together representing a large part of a chromosome – the two variants of this
region thus representing variants of a “social chromosome”. Analysis and comparison of genome sequences of
the two variants of this social chromosome showed that the non-recombining region includes more than 600
genes, and that its two variants are evolving similarly to sex chromosomes (W ANG & al. 2013). Such detailed
insight would have been impossible without genome sequencing.

Similarly, an assembled transcriptome has at least three shortcomings when used without a full genome
sequence. First, a transcriptome only contains sequence for genes that are expressed in the sample from which it
was produced, thus otherwise important gene sequences may be absent. Second, transcriptome quality is
heterogeneous with putative transcripts for highly expressed genes being of higher quality than those for lowlyexpressed genes which are often fragmented. Third, it is often impossible to determine whether similar sequences
in a transcriptome assembly represent alternate alleles of a single gene, alternate splice-variants (isoforms) of a
single gene, different but closely related genes (e.g., recent paralogs), sequencing or assembly artifacts or
combinations of these cases. An assembled genome sequence can help to resolve many such ambiguities and
can facilitate interpretation. Likewise, many other highly-molecular research approaches based on -omics data –
including studying some epigenetic aspects of caste differentiation (CHITTKA & al. 2012, SIMOLA & al. 2013b) – rely
on a genome sequence (PARK 2009, FLORES & AMDAM 2011, LI & CHURCH 2013).

A sequenced genome forms a reference for the analysis of data obtained from other molecular markers or 'omics
type approaches (including those mentioned above). Furthermore it also greatly facilitates some more traditional
molecular or genetics work. For example, extracting microsatellite markers from genomic sequences is an
accessible alternative to laborious microsatellite library construction protocols (FAIRCLOTH 2008, GARDNER & al.
2011, BUTLER & al. 2014). Similarly, performing molecular phylogenies or studying the expression of candidate
genes has often required tedious attempts at PCR with degenerate primers (FITZPATRICK & al. 2005); it is faster
and easier to extract relevant sequence from an assembled genome sequence, in particular when focusing on
multiple, closely related genes (GÓNGORA-CASTILLO & BUELL 2013). A genome sequence in itself also provides
ample phylogenetic data for clarifying relationships between closely or distantly related species (MCCORMACK & al.
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2013). Comparative genomic studies also provide opportunities to understand how evolutionary forces have acted
at the molecular scale, and how evolution has shaped the genome over time (ELLEGREN 2013). For example,
analyses of signatures of selection can reveal which genes were under positive selection for novel functionality
(ROUX & al. 2014). Similarly, the study of genome dynamics such as duplications or losses of particular genes,
changes in regulatory networks, or the emergence of new genes (SIMOLA & al. 2013a, SUMNER 2014), can identify
the molecular basis for species specificities. Such analyses promise to help us finally bridge the gap between
genotypes and the molecular mechanisms underlying the diverse phenotypic traits of ants.

A genome sequencing project is thus not just a study in itself, but also an investment in a valuable resource for
future research on the focal species, but also for research on other species. Indeed, a genomic reference
sequence from a related species can – with small evolutionary distances – be sufficient for e.g. transcriptome
mapping or constructing primers in conserved regions. At a different level, the power of comparative genomics
relies on having many genomes available for comparison, thus ant researchers as a community will benefit from
having more available ant genomes with broader taxonomic sampling.

How do I obtain a genome and what will it look like?
Obtaining a genome sequence involves five main steps (See Figure 1), each of which should consider information
including genome size, repetitiveness, local resources and the aims and immediate applications of the
sequencing project. Ideally, DNA sequencing efforts focus on a single haploid male because assembly and
analysis tools perform best if the samples have low genetic diversity (VINSON & al. 2005). In addition, a diverse set
of samples (e.g. different castes and developmental stages) is simultaneously used for RNA sequencing to help
subsequent gene identification. The first step is thus to obtain appropriate samples, extract high quality DNA (in
the order of 100µg for a genome sequencing project) and RNA (1-5µg per sample for transcriptome sequencing),
and construct sequencing libraries. Importantly, high quality unfragmented DNA and RNA are needed; they are
best obtained from fresh samples flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen; it is challenging to obtain high quality DNA – and
impossible to obtain high quality RNA – from samples stored in ethanol.
The second step is sequencing of the libraries, resulting in billions of nucleotide sequences (“reads”) in fragments
from 50 to 2,000 nucleotides long; newer technologies are beginning to provide substantially longer sequences
(MARX 2013a). Third, a genome is assembled, which essentially means that the original genome sequence is
reconstructed based on overlaps between the short DNA sequences. Unfortunately, repetitive sequences
(transposons, microsatellites, minisatellites) as well as heterozygosity (e.g., due to allelic variation) make these
overlaps ambiguous, so that it is often impossible to correctly infer the order or align all sequence reads. Thus, it
is impossible for current sequencing and assembly approaches to provide a single long sequence per
chromosome (although novel long-read technology may be changing this; see KIM et al 2014). Instead, the
genome assembly consists of a few hundred to several thousand “scaffolds”, i.e., DNA sequence stretches each
of which should represent a chromosomal fragment. In practice, because of technological and algorithmic
challenges, these reconstructed sequences contain some errors, and portions of the true chromosomes will be
missing (Figure 2). The scaffold sequences are provided in a single large text file in FASTA format (see
Definitions), but this sequence alone is generally of limited use without additional information.

After assembly, most genome sequencing projects pursue a fourth and fifth general step before beginning
analyses. A challenging step is identifying locations of genes within scaffolds (ELSIK & al. 2014): specialized gene
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prediction software can identify potential gene sequences by combining information from RNA sequence (usually
sequenced at the same time as the genome as described above), gene sequences known from other species,
and statistical properties of genes (e.g., codon usage, intron-exon boundaries). This results in gene prediction
files showing gene coordinates on the genome scaffolds (text files in GFF or GTF format, see definitions), as well
as FASTA files respectively containing the predicted mRNA and protein sequences of predicted genes. Caution is
required when using these sequences however, as information regarding alternative splicing is unavailable for
most genes, and crucially many gene predictions contain errors (e.g., they are erroneously split into multiple
genes or merged with other genes – see YANDELL & ENCE 2012, DENTON & al. 2014 and considerations below).
As a final step, the predicted genes are functionally annotated, i.e. their names and potential functions are inferred
based on names and functions of similar genes in other organisms (RHEE & al. 2008, PETTY 2010, YANDELL &
ENCE 2012). Here again, automated annotation is an error-prone process: Many genes have no identifiable
homologs with known functions in any organism, and for those that do, the inferred functions should be
considered tentative guesses. Indeed, most genes have only been studied in distantly related organisms such as
fruit flies or yeast, and may function differently in ants. Overall, a genome thus consists of a set of text files
containing approximate sequences, coordinates and potential gene functions. This is when the actual analysis
work to gain publishable biological insight begins.

What can the genome tell us?
The analysis of a newly sequenced genome usually starts with the calculation of several general statistics that
characterize core features of the genome assembly. These include numbers such as the size of the assembled
genome, metrics that assess the assembly quality (e.g. coverage, N50), the GC-content, the distribution of
repetitive sequences, the number of predicted genes, and other measurements of genome quality (see the
Definition box for details). The interest for such statistics – beyond indicating genome assembly quality – has
waned now that we have a fair idea of what to expect from an ant genome. Indeed, obtaining a high-impact
publication based on genome sequencing today requires obtaining exceptional biological insight (FLOT & al. 2013,
NYSTEDT & al. 2013). Thus the most exciting genomic research will be driven by specific hypotheses rather than
by the desire to generate large amounts of data. Rather than adding to the recent reviews detailing how genomes
have successfully been used in myrmecological research (GADAGKAR 2011, GADAU & al. 2012, LIBBRECHT & al.
2013, TSUTSUI 2013), we provide ideas concerning approaches taken to identify potentially interesting features in
a newly sequenced genome, and to appropriately follow up on them.

In some cases, explicit hypotheses concerning particular candidate genes or genome features may exist for a
study species. Such hypotheses, e.g. concerning the sequence or number of particular genes, can be checked
directly once the genome is available. For example, the identification of the sex determination locus in honey bees
(BEYE & al. 2003) inspired others to look at the homologs of this gene in ant genomes (PRIVMAN & al. 2013, KOCH
& al. 2014). Similar work has been done on other genes including clock genes (INGRAM & al. 2012), the foraging
gene (LUCAS & al. 2014), chemosensory genes (KULMUNI & al. 2013) and desaturase genes (HELMKAMPF & al.
2014).

Another widespread approach consists in so-called "fishing expeditions", semi-automated data mining
approaches with the aim of identifying interesting features without any explicit hypotheses. A first implementation
of this approach involves comparing the number of genes within each known gene family between the newly
sequenced genome and other, previously published genomes. This approach determined that two key enzymes in
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the Arginine biosynthesis pathway were lost in two leaf-cutter ant genomes (NYGAARD & al. 2011, SUEN & al.
2011) suggesting that these ants may depend on their symbionts for this amino acid. The same approach
determined that ants have higher numbers of olfactory receptors than other insects (C. D. SMITH & al. 2011, C. R.
SMITH & al. 2011, W URM & al. 2011), consistent with the relatively greater importance of chemical communication
in ant colonies. Finally this approach also determined that the Solenopsis invicta genome contains four copies of a
central gene in the control of reproduction and behavior, the vitellogenin gene (W URM & al. 2011), suggesting that
workers and queens could use different copies of this gene (CORONA & al. 2013). Though such genome-based
findings are rarely conclusive in themselves, they provide starting points for investigating the genomic
underpinnings of specific aspects of ant biology.
A second type of “fishing expedition” consists in molecular evolution comparisons without explicit hypotheses.
These can characterize the selective forces (purifying/positive) that have acted on whole genomes or specific
groups of genes (HUNT & al. 2011, KULMUNI & al. 2013, SIMOLA & al. 2013a, ROUX & al. 2014). For example, this
approach determined that genes with mitochondrial functions repeatedly underwent positive selection during ant
evolution, suggesting that mitochondrial function has adapted to changes in ant life style (ROUX & al. 2014).

Finally, large scale analysis of DNA sequence motifs can shed light on genome-wide processes. For example, the
identification of putative transcription factor binding sites across a genome can hint at potential gene regulatory
processes (BONASIO & al. 2010, SIMOLA & al. 2013a). Likewise, the distribution of CpG sites (see definitions) can
clarify historical methylation levels, thus hinting at gene regulatory processes over time (GLASTAD & al. 2014).

In many cases genome sequence analysis is a step towards identifying or refining hypotheses rather than fully
addressing them. This is because a genome sequence is an approximate, static, one-dimensional representation
of the complete genetic information of an entire organism. In contrast, most biological phenomena are dynamic
processes, and the use of the genetic information may differ hugely between tissues, developmental stages,
individuals or environmental conditions. The investigation of such dynamic processes requires applying additional
techniques to follow up on the findings from the genome analyses. For example, directed qRT-PCR was used to
identify the caste-biased expression patterns of vitellogenins (CORONA & al. 2013). Likewise, while genomic
comparisons identified potential signatures of differential DNA methylation within and between ant genomes
(BONASIO & al. 2010, C. D. SMITH & al. 2011, C. R. SMITH & al. 2011, SUEN & al. 2011, SIMOLA & al. 2013a), direct
sequencing of methylated DNA demonstrated differential methylation between castes and species (BONASIO & al.
2012). Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) and subsequent sequencing of DNA associated with different posttranslationally modified histones and other core chromatin proteins likewise identified caste-specific differences
(SIMOLA & al. 2013b). Table 2 shows some examples of how ant genomes were used to make initial observations,
and how additional studies, using complementary techniques, have expanded on these observations. For more
specific examples of how genomes have been used in ant research, see recent reviews (GADAU & al. 2012,
LIBBRECHT & al. 2013, TSUTSUI 2013).

Before beginning a genomics project
Entering a new field such as genomics is exciting but can also be challenging. To avoid some common pitfalls, the
five points below are worth considering when beginning a genomics project.
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First, genomics laboratory techniques, genome assembly, gene prediction, gene function annotation, gene
expression analysis and population genomics are entire research fields, each involving specific technical
knowledge and contributing challenges in terms of experimental design, troubleshooting and interpretation. Thus
ensuring that all work is performed to a high standard is easiest with a large research team including experienced
collaborators (including some with experience from non-Drosophila arthropods), who can provide input already
during the project planning. While some larger laboratories have permanent in-house data scientists (DAVENPORT
& PATIL 2012) to assist with analysis, this is likely still unrealistic for most. If large parts of the analyses are to be
done by temporary staff such as Ph.D. students or Post Docs, it is necessary to both set aside time and budget
for their formal training, and to ensure that their acquired expertise is retained in the group once they leave. Fully
harnessing the power of genomics requires balancing the tradeoff between two skills: on one hand the
computational and bioinformatics skills required to query the data with knowledge of their potential shortcomings,
and on the other hand having the biological insight and motivation to critically interpret the results in a biologically
informed manner. It is easy to lose large amounts of time either by analyzing data without a clear goal, or by
aiming for data qualities similar to those of the Drosophila or human genomes – which is infeasible for a small
team. An efficient approach is to follow Pareto’s principle: putting energy into the 20% of potential tasks that will
lead to 80% of the potential results (JURAN 1951).

Second, a clear research hypothesis is just as important to a genomics project as to other research. A clear goal
helps in determining the most appropriate technology, whether it is genome sequencing, RADseq, transcriptome
sequencing, or other. Similarly, it is worth considering beforehand if there will be sufficient statistical power to
detect the expected signal and reach conclusions. In particular, genomic analyses typically involve many parallel
tests, and thus require large amounts of statistical correction for multiple testing. As with any other experiment,
precautions thus need to be made to avoid insufficient sample sizes and introduction of confounding factors which
could lead to irreproducible results (FANG & CUI 2011). External factors can also be important - such as the
presence of data from relevant outgroup/comparison species and their evolutionary distance. Regardless of the
research question, an analysis plan should be relatively clear before starting to collect samples for sequencing.

Third, it is important to have realistic expectations about the genome project output. As mentioned above, genome
assemblies now generated within weeks or months by small groups of researchers are highly fragmented. Such
genome assemblies are sufficient for answering some questions, but remain of far lower quality than those
generated over decades by collaborations between large institutes (e.g., the human and Drosophila melanogaster
genomes). Obtaining high-quality assemblies still requires substantial additional investment (STEMPLE 2013).
Fragmented and error-prone assemblies exacerbate difficulties with gene identification and with inferring gene
loss or duplication. Potentially interesting discoveries may easily prove to be errors introduced by sequencing,
assembly and annotation algorithms, and thus manual verifications of potentially interesting genes are generally
needed (YANDELL & ENCE 2012 , DENTON & al. 2014). This can take dozens or even thousands of hours.
Furthermore, the functions of most ant genes are either unknown or are inferred based on the functions of
homologous genes in traditional laboratory organisms such as yeast or D. melanogaster – the evolutionary
distances involved can make it challenging to trust some inferred functions and thus to specifically interpret
results.
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Fourth, many challenges come from the fast pace at which new genomics tools are created: the standard
sequencing, assembly or analysis approach from two years ago may already be obsolete, thus reviews of such
topics and technological comparisons (SALZBERG & al. 2012, BRADNAM & al. 2013) – while very helpful – should be
viewed critically. Again, collaborators with expert knowledge can help clarify whether particular new technologies
will accelerate or facilitate analysis, or create unnecessary complications and delays. Furthermore, it is preferable
to get all data at once, so that everything is sequenced using the same reagents and protocols, because technical
differences and batch effects can make it challenging to merge or compare data across experiments (FINSETH &
HARRISON 2014, SU & al. 2014). Similarly, fast technological developments mean that newly generated data
rapidly loses the benefit of scientific novelty, thus creating incentives for rapid analysis and publication.

Finally, much genomics work requires specialized computing hardware and software. While the software is
generally free, costs to access appropriate hardware can exceed those for sequencing (SBONER & al. 2011). Many
universities provide research computing core facilities – these may be inappropriate for genomics if their focus is
on historically established computational sciences such as physics (LEIPZIG 2011, APPUSWAMY & al. 2013). Such
core facilities often charge for processing time, storage, support and systems administration – which ensure that
everything is running and backed up appropriately and that necessary software is installed. If appropriate
computational infrastructure is not locally available, cloud-based computational infrastructure providers can
provide on-demand access to storage and computing power (STEIN 2010, BIOSTARS 2013, MARX 2013b).

Learning to analyze genomics datasets
Datasets throughout the biological sciences are growing beyond what can be processed using spreadsheet
software, making the ability to handle large datasets an essential skill for biologists (GROSS 2011, NATURE CELL
BIOLOGY EDITORS 2012). This is even more true for genomics, as even small projects now involve hundreds of
gigabytes of DNA sequence data. As a further challenge, genomics data analysis is still young and draws from a
broad range of knowledge from different fields (SEARLS 2012, W ELCH & al. 2014), with analysis tools and
constraints varying extensively between and within projects.

Some software is being developed with graphical "point-and-click" interfaces that allow researchers to easily
perform analyses on their own datasets. For bioinformatics analyses, Galaxy (GOECKS & al. 2010) is the most
popular such tool and includes the most up-to-date software. However, such tools are generally restricted to
relatively basic usage cases and often include only old versions of established algorithms and tools. Using
graphical interface tools to analyze data from more complex experimental designs or using up-to-date software
that works best with the latest data types can be challenging or even impossible.

A classically trained biologist wishing to incorporate genomic approaches as a stable feature of their future
research will therefore benefit from learning some core tools of bioinformatics: How to use the UNIX commandline, how to create analysis pipelines and process text with a scripting language, how to appropriately do statistics
and process numbers with R, and how to ensure that data and results are correct and accessible. Useful work can
be performed within days or weeks of beginning to use such tools, but harnessing their full power takes years.
Importantly, trying to master them will help develop the computational way of thinking required for bioinformatics
analyses (SCHATZ 2012, LOMAN & W ATSON 2013).
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The UNIX command line. Most bioinformatics tools run only on UNIX computers, and most high performance
computing infrastructures run on the Linux flavor of UNIX (sub-flavors include BioLinux, Ubuntu and Redhat).
Fortunately, Apple’s MacOS X is a flavor of UNIX, and on Windows machines it is possible to either connect to
UNIX machines using “SSH client” software, to use Linux tools within Windows by installing Cygwin (cygwin.com)
or to install Linux within the free VirtualBox software (virtualbox.org) – we recommend BioLinux (FIELD & al. 2006)
which comes preloaded with a wide array of bioinformatics tools. Connecting to servers, moving files, installing
software, running software and visualizing output using the UNIX command-line is an essential basis for
bioinformatics work (LOMAN & W ATSON 2013).

Choose a scripting language. Bioinformatics work frequently requires transferring the output from one piece of
software into the next one. This may need to be repeated many times (e.g. once per sample or set of
parameters), and often the output needs to be reformatted. Automating such tasks with scripts – a central need in
bioinformatics – can free up time and reduce the risks of making mistakes (DUDLEY & BUTTE 2009). The first
scripting language widely used for bioinformatics was Perl (perl.org, bioperl.org; STAJICH & al. 2002) because it
offers fast and flexible text manipulation capabilities. For historical reasons many existing scripts for genomic data
manipulation are coded in Perl, so familiarity with this language can be helpful. However, Perl syntax can be
arcane or even incomprehensible so beginners should expect a steep learning curve. The Python and Ruby
languages are popular alternatives that were specifically designed to make life easier for programmers by
overcoming many shortcomings of Perl. In particular, these languages require fewer symbol characters, don’t
require confusing concepts such as referencing and dereferencing, and are object oriented, a programming
paradigm that makes the mix-and-match of code blocks easy (LEWIS & LOFTUS 2008). Python (python.org,
biopython.org; COCK & al. 2009) has a good user base, and sufficient bioinformatics code available for most
common bioinformatics tasks. Ruby (ruby-lang.org, bioruby.org; GOTO & al. 2010) continues the trend from
Python, having (its proponents say) even clearer and more easily written and understood code (MATSUMOTO
2000). The number of biologists using Ruby has been growing steadily (BONNAL & al. 2012). Several even
younger programming languages – designed with particular strengths in working with large dynamic datasets,
distributed datasources or parallel processing are now only emerging for bioinformatics (bionode.io, julialang.org).
In practice, the choice of programming language often depends on the support you can find from colleagues.
Additionally, there are a plethora of programming books and online resources to learn from, and much assistance
to be had via online forums (e.g. DALL’OLIO & al. 2011; links can be found via the programming pages mentioned
above). Importantly, many concepts are shared between programming languages, thus switching from one to
another is easier than learning from scratch.

Learn statistics and R. Ecologists and evolutionary biologists have long known the importance of statistics. Most
genomic datasets feature more measurements (e.g., hundreds of thousands of data points) than samples (e.g.,
tens or hundreds of individuals), thus creating different statistical contexts than those typical in ecology. The free
statistics analysis environment R (r-project.org; R CORE TEAM 2014) is the standard analysis environment in most
public and many private institutions: It immediately meets most basic statistical needs, many free add-on
packages are specifically aimed at analysis of genomics data (bioconductor.org; GENTLEMAN & al. 2004), and it
provides the R programming language for automation. Despite this language having a steep learning curve, this
makes R a powerful context for processing numbers. Unfortunately, R cannot appropriately substitute for the
scripting languages mentioned above because it is less appropriate for processing text or building bioinformatics
pipelines.
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Analysis reproducibility and accessibility. Small mistakes leading to incorrect results can be costly for the
person making the mistakes (MILLER 2006) collaborators and the research community as a whole; the risk of such
mistakes going undetected is even higher with large datasets than with small ones. It is thus important to consider
different potential sources of errors and take steps to reduce such risks. Approaches to do this include rigorous
automated testing, and making data and analysis scripts easily accessible and reusable (software.ac.uk, CROUCH
& al. 2013, W ILSON & al. 2014). Importantly, in addition to increasing confidence in the results, these approaches
lead to higher impact within and beyond the immediate scientific community (PIWOWAR & VISION 2013).

Some fluency in the above general skills should make it possible for a biologist to confidently identify and use the
specific tools needed to analyze a particular dataset. As indicated above, the web contains a plethora of tools,
tutorials and documentation that makes self-study possible. For a biologist wanting more structured or theoretical
studies, many bioinformatics MSc courses catering specifically to biologists now exist, and whole courses in
various fields of bioinformatics can also be found online (e.g. through the education portal coursera.org).

Conclusion
Genomic approaches have already created a new frontier in myrmecology, promising exciting new possibilities for
researchers who master these tools. The decreasing costs and rapid technological developments mean that
large-scale studies are now within reach of even smaller labs. However, a researcher starting up a genomics
project should not underestimate the task before them, or the substantial support and resource allocations that
are required for such a project to succeed. While descriptive, exploratory research was possible for the first
genome sequences, the most exciting upcoming discoveries will likely be driven by clearly formulated research
hypotheses. To ease the learning curve when starting out with genomics, we recommend first asking new
questions using already existing ant genomics data (W URM & al. 2009, MUNOZ-TORRES & al. 2011), or generating
small amounts of data (e.g. RADseq or a transcriptome) before moving on to larger-scale projects.

Genomic approaches cannot replace traditional experimental and observational studies, but the combination of
clever experimental designs and genomic tools will allow us to link behavioral, developmental and physiological
traits to their genetic basis, and study the evolution of social life in far more detail than what was previously
possible. As a small word of caution, identifying genes that show correlations to a biological trait can be easier
than determining whether these genes are actually responsible for the trait – a fundamental aim of much genomic
research. Indeed, demonstrating causality requires functional verification. This can involve artificially inactivating
the gene using approaches such as RNA interference (SCOTT & al. 2013), artificially activating it or modifying its
sequence using transgenic approaches such as Crispr/CAS (RAN & al. 2013), or manipulating pathways using
pharmacological approaches (W ILLOUGHBY & al. 2013). RNA interference has been reported in ants (e.g., LU & al.
2009, CHOI & al. 2012, MIYAZAKI & al. 2014), but overall these functional verification approaches remain more
challenging to implement in ants than in many other organisms such as Drosophila. This is due to several traits of
ants including the inability to breed many ants in the laboratory, their long generation times, the subsequent
difficulty of performing specific crosses or creating genetic lines, the fact that most diploid eggs develop into nonreproductive workers with no simple way of modifying their developmental destiny, and the difficulty of accurately
quantifying many behavioral phenotypes. The most ambitious projects will thus require interdisciplinary
collaboration for experimental design, data analysis, result interpretation and follow-ups. With so many new tools
at our disposal, and a strong tradition for inquisitive research into core aspects of biology, the future promises well
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for myrmecology.
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Figure 1: The five steps involved in most genome projects: First, biological material is collected and the DNA and
RNA are extracted and processed into sequencing libraries. Second, the libraries are sequenced, and the outputs
from the sequencing machine (after much data filtering) are saved as a text file of inferred sequence “reads”,
typically in a FASTQ format text file. Third, based on sequence overlaps between reads, longer stretches of
contiguous sequence ("contigs") are reconstructed and these contigs "strung together" into "scaffolds"
representing chromosomal fragments. These contig and scaffold sequences are what is termed "the assembly".
Fourth, in the gene feature annotation phase, automated programs and procedures are used to predict the
approximate location of genes within the assembly (usually incorporating transcriptome data). Fifth, putative
functions are assigned to the predicted genes based on homology to other species or prediction of conserved
protein domains.
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Figure 2: Five contigs are joined into a single scaffold thanks to paired read information. Overlaps between
individual sequence reads allow the reconstruction of contiguous stretches of genomic sequence ('contigs'), but
unsequenced regions (gaps, where no reads exist for the genomic DNA) or repetitive regions (where reads
cannot be assigned to one unique contig) generally prevent these contigs from being more than a few thousand
bases long. Instead, the relative placement of individual contigs is inferred by using so-called paired reads (pairs
of short reads separated by a known distance such as 40,000 bp) to bridge the gaps across non-sequenced or
repetitive regions. These longer pieces of reconstructed sequence (generally in the megabase range) are termed
'scaffolds' and will usually contain long stretches of 'N's representing the inferred approximate length of
gaps/repetitive sequence between contigs.
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Definition box
Annotation: 1. Gene Feature Annotation: Identifying the locations of genes in a genome. 2. Functional Annotation:
the assignment of (inferred) function to a specific location within the genome, or to the transcripts deriving from
that location.
Assembly: The attempted reconstruction of a single genome (or transcriptome) sequence from large numbers of
short individual sequence reads.
ChIP-Seq, Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing: Targeted sequencing of stretches of DNA that are bound
to histones, or other chromatin associated proteins. Antibodies are used to pull out the proteins of interest, and
the DNA they bind to, prior to the sequencing.
Coverage: Usually used to refer to the "depth" of sequencing, meaning how many times a given position in the
genome (or transcriptome) has been sequenced. Due to the random nature of the sequencing procedure, some
positions will be sequenced many times, while others will be missed. The coverage reported for full genomes is an
average or peak value.
CpG site: A cytosine followed by a guanine in a DNA sequence. The cytosine in such a CpG site can become
methylated (a methyl group is added to the 6-atom ring), which in turn can affect the expression levels of nearby
genes. Methylated cytosines are more prone to mutation, meaning that in highly methylated genomic regions CpG
sites tend to become depleted over evolutionary time.
FASTA: text file format for specifying biological sequences, typically DNA or protein. Each entry consists of one
identifier-line (always starting with a ">"), specifying the name of the sequence, followed by one or more lines of
actual sequence. In addition to a fasta file, genome assemblies will generally also include a more technical text
file (termed an AGP file), which specifies the order of contigs and estimated lengths of gaps.
FASTQ: A FASTA format text file which additionally contains a line specifying quality scores for each position in a
sequence. These quality scores reflect the certainty of each individual base call.
GC-content: The Guanosine-Cytosine (GC) content of a genome is the percentage of basepairs that are either G
or C. This percentage varies between genomes, and also between different types of functional regions within a
genome (e.g. exons versus introns). Very high or very low GC content makes a genome more difficult to both
sequence and assemble.
GFF, GTF: File formats widely used in genome annotation. The files are plain text, each line separated into tabdelimited columns that give standard information such as scaffold ID and position within the scaffold for a
particular genomic feature (e.g. genes, exons).
Methylomics: Genomic methylation patterns affect gene regulation, and can be assessed using sequencing. Prior
to sequencing, the DNA is chemically treated with bisulfite so that unmethylated cytosine residues are converted
to uracil. The methylated sites can then be inferred by comparing the converted reads to a non-treated reference
sequence. The technique is also referred to as bisulfite sequencing or BS-seq.
N50: A statistic used to assess how fragmented an assembly is. Can be thought of as an adjusted median
scaffold length. It is the size of the smallest contig/scaffold such that 50% of the total assembly length is contained
in contigs/scaffolds of this size or longer.
NGS: Next Generation Sequencing. A term used to describe the new sequencing technologies (starting with 454
and Illumina) that allowed a significant decrease in sequencing costs. Other commonly used terms are "second
generation sequencing" and "high-throughput sequencing".
RAD-Seq, Restriction-site associated DNA sequencing: A protocol where genomic DNA is digested with specific
restriction enzymes and subsequently sequenced, targeting specifically the region around the cut sites. The same
random, genomic subset can thus be sequenced from several individuals, assuming the restriction sites have
been conserved. REST-Seq is a related method; there are many additional variants.
Repeats/repetitive sequence: There are two general classes of repetitive sequence in genomes: Simple repeats
such as microsatellites are repeating sequences of a few basepairs. The number of repetitions can be highly
variable between individuals. Transposons are more complex genetic elements. Many types of transposons exist,
and multiple copies of each type can be present in a genome. They are frequently pseudogenized/degenerate
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and thus hard to identify. Both types of repeats complicate assembly, but can also play important roles in genome
evolution.
Scaffold: The result of genome assembly, scaffolds are the reconstructed sequence stretches that ideally each
correspond to a particular stretch of chromosome. Scaffolds may contain gaps of unknown sequence (typically
repetitive sequence; see Figure 2). Stretches of contiguous sequence with no gaps are termed "contigs".
Sequencing library: When DNA or RNA has been extracted and processed into a molecular construct ready for
sequencing with a NGS technology. This generally involves cDNA construction (for RNA samples), fragmentation,
size separation, ligation to flank sequences, and PCR amplification.
Transcriptome: The total expressed RNA, either in a whole organism, or in a particular tissue and/or under a
certain condition. Transcriptome sequencing usually focuses on the mRNA portion of the RNA, but can also
specifically target e.g. small RNAs. Transcriptome assembly ideally reconstructs the original transcripts from start
to end, but this is complicated by alternative exon use, highly variable transcript abundances, and spurious
transcripts.

Tables

Table 1. Overview of currently sequenced ant genomes. An updated list of available ant genomics data can also
be found at antgenomes.org.
Subfamily

Latin name

Common name

Reference

Dolichoderinae

Linepithema humile

Argentine ant

C.D. SMITH & al. 2011

Dorylinae

Cerapachys biroi

Clonal raider ant

OXLEY & al. 2014

Formicinae

Camponotus floridanus

Carpenter ant

BONASIO & al. 2010

Formicinae

Formica selysi

Alpine silver ant

PURCELL & al. 2014

Myrmicinae

Acromyrmex echinatior

Leafcutter ant

NYGAARD & al. 2011

Myrmicinae

Atta cephalotes

Leafcutter ant

SUEN & al. 2011

Myrmicinae

Cardiocondyla obscurior

Myrmicinae

Pogonomyrmex barbatus

Red harvester ant

C.R. SMITH & al. 2011

Myrmicinae

Solenopsis invicta

Red imported fire ant

W URM & al. 2011

Ponerinae

Harpegnathos saltator

Jerdon's jumping ant

BONASIO & al. 2010

SCHRADER & al. 2014

Table 2: Basic analyses of genome sequences can lead to interesting observations, but these generally generate
new hypothesis rather than providing clear conclusions. The first column highlights some interesting observations
originally made based on the genome sequence alone; the second column shows how other studies, using
complementary techniques, have expanded on these findings to gain more detailed biological insight.

Observations based on the genome alone

Follow-up studies using complementary
techniques

Species-specific genomic features such as gene gains

Selective signatures and evolutionary changes across

and losses (BONASIO & al. 2010, NYGAARD & al. 2011,

genomes (SIMOLA & al. 2013a, ROUX & al. 2014)

C. D. SMITH & al. 2011, C. R. SMITH & al. 2011, SUEN &
al. 2011, W URM & al. 2011)
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Differences in genomic CpG patterns in different

Methylomics (bisulfite sequencing) showed dynamic

species and gene categories (BONASIO & al. 2010, C.

differences in methylation level between different

D. SMITH & al. 2011, C. R. SMITH & al. 2011, SUEN & al.

developmental stages, castes, species, and genomic

2011, SIMOLA & al. 2013a)

features (BONASIO & al. 2012). Sequencing of DNA
associated with histones (through Chromatin
Immunoprecipitation) showed caste-biased differences
in chromatin structure (SIMOLA & al. 2013b)

Duplications of vitellogenin genes (W URM & al. 2011)

Molecular evolution and qRT-PCR gene expression
studies identifying caste- and species-specific
evolutionary patterns of different vitellogenin genes
(W URM & al. 2011, CORONA & al. 2013, MORANDIN & al.
2014)

Expansions in gene families associated with odor

Antennal transcriptomes show differential expression of

perception (C. D. SMITH & al. 2011, C. R. SMITH & al.

chemosensory genes between species and sexes

2011, W URM & al. 2011)

(ZHOU & al. 2012). Comparative genomics of
chemosensory proteins show positive selection in ants
(KULMUNI & al. 2013, MCKENZIE & al. 2014)
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